AGENDA

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm
LUNCH, INTRODUCTIONS AND PARTICIPANT UPDATES
Participants will have an opportunity to share legislative updates and requests for support

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
TELLING YOUTH STORIES: A CONVERSATION WITH KAREN DE SÁ
Karen de Sá, Investigative Reporter, working with the Chronicle of Social Change
Veteran child welfare reporter Karen de Sá will lead a conversation about telling youth stories and the impact they can, and often do, have. De Sá will share backstories from her reporting journeys, positive outcomes and difficulties that have arisen covering issues affecting vulnerable and traumatized populations. She will share thoughts on how journalists can be more sensitive to the young people whose stories they tell, and the challenges working with advocates and attorneys on confidential cases. Please bring your questions and thoughts on media coverage of child and family issues, as well as ideas about what stories you'd like told, or improved upon.

2:00 pm – 2:30 pm
TRANSITION AGE YOUTH: TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
THP-PLUS, THP-NMD REPORT 2019
Simone Tureck, Acting Director of Housing and Health, John Burton Advocates for Youth
Simone Tureck will discuss how the housing crisis is impacting transition-age current and former foster youth and present findings and recommendations stemming from the recently released 2018-2019 THP-NMD and THP-Plus Annual Report

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm
ANNOUNCEMENTS / WRAP UP

MEETING LOCATION:
CALIFORNIA ENDOWMENT
1414 K STREET
SUITE 500
SACRAMENTO CA

CALL IN INFORMATION:
Call in number: (866) 422-9305
Participant Code #: 1972357656